Churches Together in Essex and East London Review.
Final Report.

1) The members of the Review Team were John Bradley (Methodist - Field Officer South, Churches Together in England), Priscilla Barlow (Roman Catholic - County Ecumenical Officer, Cambridgeshire), John Parsons (Anglican - Area Dean, East London) and Richard Mortimer (United Reformed Church - Secretary for Ecumenical Relations). We would all wish to thank the Church Leaders, Officers and members of Churches Together in Essex and East London for their gracious hospitality, their willingness to share with us, and for their honesty about the blessings and challenges which lay before them.

2) Broadly speaking, there are two main types of Review, each with its own integrity. The first looks in detail at the working life and day to day running processes of the body to be reviewed. The second focuses on a particular issue or issues which either the Review Team has been asked to address or, in their opinion, clearly require addressing. We affirm the importance and value of the first type but feel led to present something according to the second model. Accordingly much of our Report, from paragraph 11 onwards, deals with one major topic.  

3) Background data was researched, and we share the results as a snapshot. The County of Essex, including the unitary authorities of Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock, recorded a population of 1,614,000 in the 2001 Census. Religious Trends No.3 recorded for 1998 a usual Sunday church attendance of 112,300 or 7% of the population. Between them, the Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England accounted for nearly two-thirds of this attendance. The Anglican Diocese of Chelmsford and the Roman Catholic Diocese of Brentwood were roughly coterminous, including East London with Essex.

The five East London boroughs of Barnet, Havering, Newham, Redbridge and Waltham Forest were recorded in 1998 with a combined Sunday church attendance of 71,000 or 6.5% of a population of 1,092,000. These attendance figures did not allow for those who lived in Essex or East London but attended church elsewhere, e.g. in central London. These usual Sunday church attendance figures compared with 7.5% for all England and 8.6% for Greater London. Compared with the 2001 Census figures of those who declared their religion to be Christian, 11.6% in Essex and 11.1% in East London of declared Christians usually attended Sunday worship.   

Religious Trends No.3 stated that “half of Sunday church attendance in Essex in 1998 was in five areas - Southend-on-Sea, Chelmsford, Colchester, Basildon and Epping Forest. Numbers increased slightly in the 1990s in both Colchester and Epping Forest, the only parts of Essex where this happened”. It attributed this difference to the arrival of recent immigrants principally in the main town centres. This correlated with the observation often made that the most significant factor in Church growth in London was the arrival of new settlers, mainly from Africa.   

4) We have established that CTEEL does not have a written constitution in current use. The only benchmark would seem to be the Church Leaders’ Covenant. We would strongly encourage the efforts to produce a constitution. When the Charities Bill currently in Parliament becomes law, the category of charities excepted from registration will begin to be phased out. It will be wise, therefore, for CTEEL to create a constitution in a form acceptable to the Charity Commission, as several Intermediate bodies have already done.

5) We were impressed by the relationships and the quality of sharing we witnessed at the Autumn 2005 Residential Council at Chigwell Convent. We noted throughout our Review serious questioning about what was CTEEL’s purpose and about the need to move from self-perpetuating, pleasant but innocuous meetings to something sharper, more targeted and networked and structurally streamlined which facilitated ecumenical conversations enabling churches to do things ecumenically. We would wish to endorse all this most strongly in the light of the responses to the Questionnaire we prepared. 

6) We asked six questions of local Churches Together Groups in Essex and East London, requesting replies on a numerical scale and receiving sixteen replies from fifty-six questionnaires circulated. The questions were: Do you think CTEEL is aware of your local experience?, Does CTEEL help you follow your ecumenical vision?, Does CTEEL help you fulfil your mission?, Is Essex and East London the right regional area for you?, Does CTEEL relate to the wider Christian community? and Are you working with other churches in your area which do not relate to CTEEL? One third thought CTEEL was not at all aware of their local ecumenical experience. Half replied that CTEEL did not at all help them follow their ecumenical vision. Three eighths said that CTEEL did not at all help them to fulfil their mission. One third did not feel Essex and East London was the right region for them, of which half felt so not at all, whilst this question also racked up uniquely eight extremely positive responses. The question about CTEEL relating to the wider Christian community produced no strongly positive or negative replies, all answers being in the middle. Half replied that they were working significantly in their area with churches which did not relate to CTEEL.

7) Conversations with the Denominational Ecumenical Officers seemed to bear out some of the variation in response above. There was broad agreement that the links with Churches Together groups and non-mainstream churches could be improved, some concern that the oversight of Local Ecumenical Partnerships might not always be sufficiently well focussed, and uncertainty about how CTEEL related to the "outside world" - for example in the context of new housing development. On the positive side the relationship between the Church Leaders was seen as strong and healthy, and there was unanimous praise among the Denominational Ecumenical Officers for the County Ecumenical Officer.   

8) We were heartened by the desire we noted at the Chigwell Residential Council  to engage with challenges in a more targeted way. We would ask the Church Leaders, Officers and Members of CTEEL to bear in mind the sense of isolation and lack of contact and the desire for more help with vision and mission which emerges from the Questionnaire. We would encourage their exploration of the two main future agendas they have recognized, both overarched by a commitment to engage more deeply with the Lund Principle: an “internal” one having to do with Local Ecumenical Partnerships, the Anglican-Methodist Covenant and training and an “external” one having to do with social responsibility, public affairs, inter-faith matters and the evangelisation/mission imperative. 

9) Whenever we asked the Church Leaders, “What is CTEEL not doing that you wish it was?”, the answers syncopated around the theme of relationships, both with other faith communities and with churches e.g. from the black majority and Orthodox families who seemed to be outside the loop. We put this alongside the response to the last item on the Questionnaire noted above that half of the respondents were working significantly with churches which did not relate to CTEEL. We ask that this whole subject be examined carefully, with particular thought given to two areas. One is how to include churches, primarily black-led and black-majority, with pastors following Pauline “tentmaker” ministries in daytime secular employment who lack the route into Churches Together groups via daytime minister’s meetings. The other is the need to encourage genuine interplay and mutual irradiation between the many different nationalities involved in the Christian community in Essex and East London in the face of the temptation they may feel to revert to tribalisms. 

10) We affirm the commitment to the support and development of fresh expressions of church but we would share the recognition of a need for subtlety in discerning what is truly fresh and what is simply an outworking of a culture of diversity. 

11) One issue, however, has dominated our travelling and discerning with CTEEL: the relationship between Essex and East London. From the outset we found a division between those who believed they belonged together in the one body of CTEEL as at present and those who believed that the future for East London lay in becoming part of some wider London body with structures which did not yet exist but which were desperately needed. 

On the one hand there were those who affirmed that the River Lea was a barrier, that the East End of London was a historically recent phenomenon growing up along rail connections to Chelmsford, Colchester and beyond, that there was a profound context of London hinterland and one could not simply describe the capital as a “world city”, that East London and Essex - city and hinterland - needed each other and needed to remain aware of and relating to each other, that there was a need to maximise the benefit of the one place in the country where Anglican and Roman Catholic Diocesan boundaries were the same, that if there were two bodies then the church leaders could only give half the time, and that if there were two bodies then in all probability the funding for the highly regarded County Ecumenical Officer would be lost.

On the other hand there were those who held that the people living in the East End did not identify with Chelmsford, Brentwood or the county of Essex, that structures needed in London to enable future mission did not exist, that this issue was being forced by three particularly pressing needs - the 2012 Olympics, the context of London as a cosmopolitan world city facing future changes to the global economy, environmental problems and reductions in the availability of energy and fuel, and immense community and housing development north and south of the river in the Thames gateway, that East London needed to be part of the emerging answer, that reconfiguring what already existed (e.g. the Essex Churches Council for Industry and Commerce) would not be sufficient, that effectively, as the East London Church Leaders had formed another group, separation had already taken place, with the invidious result that because there was no reporting back the lay people in the five East London boroughs were effectively disenfranchised, and that the already existing Baptist Union Greater London Association allied to similar boundary changes in Methodism and possibly the United Reformed Church as well would only exacerbate the dilemma. 

In the replies to our Questionnaire the question, “Is Essex and East London the right region for you” produced responses strongly polarized at either end.

12) It seemed to the members of the Review Team that the one common thread uniting both schools of thought outlined above was an acceptance that something which did not yet exist needed to emerge in London as a whole including East London. There was genuine, unanimous commitment to this in principle, albeit fierce disagreement over both whether or not this necessitated a separation of Essex and East London and what this “something” should be. In terms of this latter some looked for efficient new structures co-ordinating an ecumenical response across the whole of London while others favoured light touch networks or enabling conversations.

13) So we would humbly challenge CTEEL to invest particular focus in trying to agree how it may help develop a coherent co-ordinated strategy for London. We believe that there may be some truth in the claim that there is no clarity about the question of a structure for London because there is no clarity about the agenda. Lest it be feared that Greater London is far too large for, ultimately, one single ecumenical instrument or equivalent or one either side of the river, we note the existence and value of the London Churches Group for Social Action, servicing the Ecumenical Deans Network which currently handles social responsibility issues in the area.  

We see the force of the arguments to hold Essex and East London together in CTEEL. We have no wish to see the County Ecumenical Officer’s services lost, although there did seem a deeper appreciation of his efforts in Essex than in East London, which may simply reinforce the perception of a need for something not yet extant. 

We would ask that, since a separate group of Church Leaders for East London already exists, very serious consideration is given to the development of two groups or bodies, one for Essex and another for East London, under the one umbrella of CTEEL as a stage towards the development of what emerges as required in London as a whole. We are persuaded by the case for a progressive separation and strengthening of both an Essex and an East London body under a retained CTEEL umbrella as a means of enabling the emergence of that which is clearly needed in the capital. We would strongly advise CTEEL to engage with this question as soon as possible, if necessary with the help of an outside facilitator.   

14) We suspect that the consensus is probably correct that, given the way London culture is going, issue-based light-touch networks and enabling conversations will be more appropriate than full scale ecumenical structures. However it must be said that, at best, structures allow the place and space for people to talk to each other, for local churches and communities to be represented, for the feeding back of what is discussed and decided, and for Leaders and representatives properly to be held to account. If the argument stands up that, culturally, networks and conversations will be the way to go, great care will have to be taken with issues of communication, representation, involvement, ownership and accountability. We would further ask that the question of how to network the networks be kept constantly in mind, along with questions of purpose, boundaries, resources and the identifying of change-makers.

15) In closing, we reiterate our profound gratitude for all that has been shared with us and the manner in which it has been shared. We offer the above as a sincere attempt to discern some signposts for CTEEL, and prayerfully we commit Church Leaders, Officers and Members to the guidance and inspiration of our loving Lord.

